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A NOTE ON READING THIS BOOK:
THINKING ABOUT TRIGGER WARNINGS

i.
some of the fragments in this book are razor sharp. The histories, ideas,
realities I'm grappling with are full of pain and violence, grief and rage-
involuntary steriÞation, ritual abuse, suicide, centuries of colonialism,
and bison messacre to neme a few. These fragments might stice old
wounds open, might remind us of scars long forgotten, might catapult
us into past kauma. Th"y might trigger us. I use that word intention-
ally to reflect the abrupt, visceral tailspin some of us experience when
encountering or being caught off guard by particular images or stories,
smells or sounds, memories or emotions.l

In the late e98os and 199os, feminists developed tre practice of trig-
ger warnings to give people a heads-up before details of violence were
spoken out loud. We weren't engaging in censorship or avoiding con-
tentious issues, as some academics a¡d activists daim today. Ratherwe
knew that without tngger warnings many of us wourd lose access to
conversations, communities, and learning spaces.

Applytng these feminist lessons to this book has been triclry. I didn't
know what to tag. content that doesn't contain any triggers for one reader
may hold many for a¡otÌ¡er. None of us can reliably predict what will tig-
ger someone we don't know
descriptions of violence are
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hospitalization next to involuntary sterilization, resistance next to jo¡
community connection next to political thinking about hate language.
Accounts of ableism, racism, dassism, sexism, homophobia, Eansphobia,
medicalization, and environmental destruction appear throughout the
book. In other words, I could have tagged almost every piece here with a
trigger warning. But that wouldn't help us know how and when to take
care of ourselves and each other.

Trigger warnings are in essence tools for self-care and collective care.
so let me remind readers that you can stop listening to or reading this
book. You can read it fast or slow. You can read it out loud with your sis-
ter, partner, neighbor across the street. You can yell, type, breathe. Sign, .

sing, drink tea. Connect with your dog, cat, hamster, favorite tree. Call,
text, Sk;pe, Facebook, FaceTime with your friends. Lie in bed, roll, walk, .

dance, run. Woven through the book are prose poems about moments of
brilliant imperfection in mylife. Addyour own moments to the mosaic.
Do whatever works to ground yourself in the present.

ii.
Yet, after having asserted that tagging this book with specifrc trigger
warnings would be difñcult, if not impossible, I've done just that. Held
within this feminist practice is an inherent tension. On the one hand, I
can't possibly know and name all the potential triggers in the following
pages, nor can I predict which stories, histories, and analyses will trig-
ger what for whom. On the other hand, naming specifrc content that
includes specific kinds of violence provides some of us with important,
necessary and, by defrnition, incomplete access. I want to let this ten-
sion exist without trying to resolve it.

What follows is a list of thirteen pieces that tell stories of sexual vio-
lence, ritual abuse, suicide, psychiatric hospitalization, and other kinds
of institutionalization. None of the thirteen include gratuitous details

or extended descriptions of violence.

"Defect"

"Personhood Is a \rVeapon"
"Cerebral Palsy"

"The Price of Diagnosis"
"Your Suicide Haunts Me"
"Carrie Buck I: Yearning"
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"Carrie Buck II: Torrent of History"
"Carrie Buck III: Feebleminded"
"Lives Reduced to Case Files"
"Livingwith Mon:key"
"Schizophrenia"

'Ashley's Father"
"Feeling Broken"

with dl that said, welcome to tris book, this mosaic, this grapplingwith
cure.
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Cerebral Palsy

I remember being twelve years old, my parents bringing me to the Crip-
pled Children's Division (cco) at tfre University of Oregon for yet an-
other round of diagnostic testing. I remember walking back and forth
for an orthopedist, stafüng blocks for a physical therapist, and solving
puzzles for a team of psychologists. I knew this diagnostic routine all
too well. I ca¡'t count how ma¡y IQ tests I took, how many soundproof
rooms I sat in as audiologists ched<ed my hearing, how many words I
repeated, one after another, as speech pathologists aaalyzed which
sounds my tongue stumbled over. All the orthopedists, physical thera-

pists, psydrologists, audiologists, speech pathologists blur together.

I can't remember a single face, but the one-way mirrors-those glass

walls behind which theywatched my every move-remain vivid.

At ccD, after two days of testing, the physical tlerapist sat us down
and told my parents that I had cerebral palsy. Years later I learned she

was the fi.rst medical provider to give me that diagnosis. It crushed my
parents, who had brought me there specifrcally to find a cure. Instead

we returned home with a diagnosis for an incurable condition and my

first orthopedic equipment since the big blodsy shoes that helped me

learn to walk.

I never believed in cure exactly, even as I yearned to be nondisabled.

But I did want to know what happened between my brain and my trem-

oring hands, slurring tongue, stumbling feet-an elçlanation beyond

the story of brain cells dying. The physical therapists and ortlopedists
never gave me a satisfactory answer. I imagined electrical storms and

collapsing bridges, a twelve-year-old turning my body-mind into a mete-

phor, out-of-control and broken. I didn't liken my tremors to sunlight

stuttering through wind-tossed trees, my slurs to a¡ eartlworm curling

over itse[ my stumbles to the erratic rhythm of a pileated woodpecker

drumming a tree.

I struggled with the orthopedic equipment we brought home. i strapped

tlrree-pound cuffs to my forearms. Supposedly they made it harder for
me to shake, training my musdes not to tremor. My arms sweated and



ached under the weight. When I wasn't using the cuffs, I budded mag-

nets to my wrists, clamped my arms to a metal board positioned on the

kitchen table, and tried the task of writing, tremors resEained. The mag-

nets were a dismal failure, but the cuffs I wore through etghth grade,

hating them more every day. I could bear the physical discomfort but not
the shame-those leather-covered lead weights revealing my cerebral

palsy in yet another way. My mother and I fought; she won, trading her

dreams of cure for faith in treatment.

Eventually I refused to strap tÏe weights onto my shakier right arm;

it hurt too much. Then I lost the left cuff, relieved. In contrast, I never

stopped using the electric tfpewriter we acquired through cco. Once my

mother abandoned her hopes of teaching me to touch-t1pe, I learned an

efñcient two-fingered peck, using eraser-tipped pencils, still slow but
much faster than my longhand ever was. I wore out two t¡rewriters be-

fore I bought my first computer. Adaptation ca:ries far more appeal than

treatment.

I ride slow loops of memory, each faint arc shimmering, bad< and back

to where diagnosis started. A physical therapist says the words cerebral

palsy. An orthopedist suggests heel cord surgery. Reflections in a shiny

one-way mirror stare at me. A speech tlerapist reaches into my-mouth

to hold, encourage, shape the musde of mytongue. Memoryglimmèrs-

another earlier physical therapy ofñce. And here, here: my first flash-
white coats, voices, a table, fear of falling. I look up.

It's :.966, and I am two and a half years old, no longer stumPing

around on my knees but balancing on my own two feet, taking my first

shaþ steps-a loop of its own with no trace of memory. I'm not talking

yet, not a single spoken word. I use a rudimentary sign language of my

own creation.

It's :.966, and my parents have brought me to this institution, which

at its founding in t9o8 was known as the State Institution for t-he Feeble-

Minded, thirty years later was renamed the Oregon Fairview Home, and

by the time I show up is called the Fairview Hospital and Training Cen-

ter. Historians Philip Ferguson, Diane Ferguson, and Meredith Brodsky

write, "Fairview Training Center . . . wes not the flrst such institution to
open or the last to close. Even at its peak population, it was not the big-

gest. As those who lived there know only too well, it definitely was not
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the best, but as others who lived elsewhere ca¡ also testify, it certainly
was not the worst. . . . If there can be such a thing, the Fairview Training
Center could be called a 'typicaf institution for people with developmen-
tal disabilities."l

It's 1966, and the doctors give me an Ie test. Fifty years earlier, Amer-
ican eugenicist Henry Goddard sought a way to quantify intelligence,
eager to have a tool that would reveal the feeblemindedness he and many
others believed was overtaking the United States. To this end, he trans-
lated, revised, and championed a French intelligence test. He coined
the word moron. He put his work through trial runs at Ellis Islaad using
Jewish, Hungarian, Russian, and It¡lia¡r immigrants as his subjects. He

found 4o percent of the people he tested to be morons, which of course

was the whole point-to prove what eugenicists already believed about
immigrants and feeblemindedness.2 Goddard's work became the test
I take.

It's 1966, and Fairview houses nearþ three tlousa¡d people. In rgzo
we were called idiot, imbecile, and moron; in r95o, retarded a¡d handi-
capped; and now we ¿rre beginning to be named developmentalty dis-
abled, not yet known as intellectually disabled. The diagnostic language

slþs and slides over the decades. Of the three thousand people who live
here, many have been locl<ed away for their entire lives.

Itt 19ó6, and I score badly on their tests. Not many years before, they
would have dedared me a low grade moron or ahigh grade imbecile,but

by the r9óos the words have dranged, even as the laws and institutions
have not. I become mentally retarded..

It's t966, and Oregon doctors still sterilize people on a monthly ba-

sis. They use the state's eugenics legislation, frrst passed in r9r7, to au-

thorize involuntary castrations, vasectomies, hysterectomies, and tubal

ligations. Before the law is repealed in :.983, they perform at least 2,648

bf these surgeries.3

It's 196ó, and I join the ranks of those targeted. The Oregon law

names us "feeble-minded, insane, epileptics, habitual criminals, moral

degenerates, and sexual peryerts, who are persons potential to produc-

ing offspring who, because of inheritance of inferior or antisocial traits,

r,r.rould probably become a social menace."a Sterilization is often the sole

criteria for release from Fairview.

If my parents did nothing else, tJrey didn't leave me there. They defi-
nitely could have.
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Ten thousand people lived at Fairview over tÏe course of nineÇ-two
years. Sisters, fathers, cousins, aunts vanished from their home commu-

nities. I watdr a film made by a man whose younger sister disappeared.

Jeff Daly was six years old, Molly Daly two, when she went missing-
not even a shadow or secret to mark her departure, just a sudden unex-

plained absence as if she had never existed.InWhere's Molly: ATrue Story

of Those Lost and Found, Jeff documents his search, tracking his sister's

disappearance to Fairview.s He follows a trail from a note found in his

father's wallet to a folder tudted away in a back drawer, from a phone

number in that folder to a group home in suburban Portland, from social

workers at that group home to a case frle complete with photos.

Along the way, he finds a promotional film made by Fairview in 1959

called In Our Care.6 The grainy black-and-white footage crackles and

pops. He frrst sees his sister here as she sits on the floor of a crowded

bare room, clapping her hands and playing with a ball. Molly looks

straight into the camera, eyes crooked, engaged, still inquisitive-so
different from the case frIe photos taken later, her face defiant and shut-

tered. We see nurses tending children in cribs, row uPon row in room

after room. We see a cafeteria where a chaos of children eat, a laundry

room where women fold sheets and men tend big steam driers. We see

a woman in an isolation cage. We don t see t-he cow whips, handcuffs,

head cages, straitjadcets, the threats ofacidbaths, the realities ofrape. I

contemplate what it means to describe Fairview as "not the best, but . . '

certainly. . . not the worst."

In 1966 did my Parents drive me to Fairview searching not only for

diagnosis a¡d cure but also a place to leave me? Did they see In Our

Care, absorbing the narrator's cheerful authority into their body-minds,

anger, relief, and shame vying for attention? When did they decide to

take me home; what tipped the scale? I have no idea. I only know it was

a pivotal moment that has shaped my entire life.

WitI some frequency, people ask "Whatls wrong with you?" "What hap-

pened to you?" "What's your defect?" Or they play a guessing game: "Is it
multiple sderosis or Parkinson's, muscular dystrophy or ALs?" Usually I
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answer quickl¡ "Cerebral palsy. No, itt not progressive, and no, it,s not
terminal." Curiosity satiated, they move on.

I could respond with any number of diagnoses- I could defl,ect, "you
choose. ln ::966 a doctor said 'mental retardation,, and in r97ó a physicai
therapist said terebral patsy."' I could push, "what more do you know
about me now that you have two diagnoses to attach to my body_mind?,,
It's much easier just to say "cerebral palsy" and move on.

Reading Diagnosis

It's impossible to grapple with cure witrout encountering white western
medical diagnosis-ink on paper in the Diagnostic and statistíca| Man-
ual of Mental Disorders and the International classification of Diseases, a
process in the hands of doctors, a system of categonzation. I want to
read diagnosis as a source of knowledge, sometimes trustworthy and
other times suspect. As a tool and a weapon shaped by particular belief
systerhs, useñil and d.angerous by turns. As a furious storm, exerting
pressure in many directions.

Simply put, diagnosis wields immense power. It can provide us eccess

to vital medical technology or shame us, reveal a path toward less pain
or get us locked up. It opens doors and slams them shr¡t.

Diagnosis names the conditions in our body-minds, charts the con-
nections between them. It holds knowledge. It organizes visceral reali-
ties. It draws borders and boundaries, separating fluid in the lungs from
high blood pressure, ulcers from kidney stones, declaring anxiety attacks
distinct from heart attacks, post-traumatic stress disconnected from
depression. It legitimizes some pain as real; it identifies other pain as

psychosomatic or malingering. It reveals little about the power of these
borders and boundaries. Through its tedrnology-x-rays, rr¡RIs, blood
draws, EKGs, CAT scans-diagnosis transforms our three-dimensional
body-minds into two-dimensional graphs and charts, images on light
boards, symptoms in databases, words on paper. It holds history and
creates baselines. It predicts the future and shapes all sorts of decisions.
It unleashes political and cultural forces. At its best, diagnosis affirms
our distress, orients us to what's happening in our body-minds, helps
make meaning out of chaotic visceral experiences.
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But diagnosis rarely stays at its best. It can also disorient us or de-
vdue what we know about ourselves. It can leave us with doubts, ques-
tions, shame. It ca¡ catapult us out of our body-minds. All too often
diagnosis is poorþ conceived or flagrantly oppressive. It is brandished as
authority, our body-minds bent to match diagnostic criteria rather than
vice versa. Diagnosis can become a cover for what hearth care provid-
ers don't understand; become more important than our messy visceral
selves; become the totality of who we are.

These experiences of disorientation and devaluing are often called mis-
diagnosis, as if the ambiguity and ambivalence contained within diagpo-
sis could be resolved by determining its accuracy. But let me redirect this
focus on correctness. In my reading of diagnosis, I'm not interested in
whetlrer r reallyhave cerebral palsy or whether schizophreni a accurately

characterizes the many realities of seeing visions and hearing voices.
Rather I'm inviting us to tÌ¡ink about what diagnosis does, because this
system not only describes those of us deemed defective, deficient, or
disordered in a million different ways but also helps shape how the world
treats us.

Consider the diagnosis of mental retardation. Certainly it can name
people who think, process, and communicate differently. But with that
naming comes a whole host of expectations, stereotypes, and material
realities. Mental retardatíon shapes where and how some people receive

education. It infl.uences the unlikelihood that they'll have paid work and
homes of their own choosing. It increases the probability of having their
children taken away; of landing in prison, a group home, an institution.
It can also create access to services and adaptive tedrnologies, Individu-
:lized Education Plans and job training. The diagnosis of mental retar-

dation is often dangerous, sometimes usefr:l, but never neutral, never

mereþ descriptive.

Hundreds of forces swirl through diagnoses, each with its own balance
of utility and risk. Some carry almost no stigma; others come freighted
with discrimination and self-loathing; still others bring both relief and
sorrow. I want to read diagnosis in ail its incarnations.
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Wanting a Flat Chest

I thought I understood self-acceptarice and love-defrnitely not a simpre
practice but nonetfreless guided by a certain set of principles-until
my gendered a¡rd sexed self started speaking. When I listened, I
discovered an unshakable desire to reshape my body-mind using medical
technology-first with chest reconstruction surgery a¡d later with
hormone replacement therapy.

All of our body-minds are in motion from the moment of birth to
the moment of death. Ask anyone in tÏe throes of puberty or old age.

Ask the U.S. soldier back from Afghanistan, dealing with a recent trau-
matic brain injury; tÏe Afghan civilia¡ whose leg has been shattered in a
bomb attack. Ask the person who has lost or gained a hundred pounds;
tfre woman leaving her frfteen-year heterosexual marriage because she's
fallen head over heels in love with another wom¿ur. Ask the family who
over three or four generations dimbs out of poverty, maþe through ludt
or white privilege, education or marryring up.

I remember the last time I went flat chested and bare skinned, age nine

campingwith my family in ldaho. Dusklícked my ribs, sternum, collar-

bone. My mother ordered me to put a T-shirt on, right then and there. I
protested, "But why, Dad gets to go without a shirt?" Of course, there was

no real ans.¡¡er, only a"because."

Our body-minds tumble, shift, ease their way through space and
time, never static. Gender transition in its marry forms is simply another
kind of motion. I lived in a body-mind assigned female at birtï and made

peace with it as a girl, a tombo¡ a dyke, a queer womart, a butch. But un-
covering my desire to tra¡sition-to live as a genderqueer, a female-to-
male transgender person, a white guy-challenged everydring I thought
I knew about self-acceptance and love.

I am the girl whose breasts develop slowly-fourteen and still not needing

the training bra my mother bought me for Christmas. I feel impatient,

embarassed, disconnected from the girls in my school who whisper about
their boyfriends and show off in the locker room. But when my breasts

do grow, changing the shape of my body-mind ín a matter of months, I'm
uæerly dßmayed. I hate the aæention my mother pays me.
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During this time and place in histor¡ doctors have the authority to

name a¡d dassify sex and gender, just as they do disability. At the very

moment we take our first full-bodied breath, wailing into the world, they

declare "boy" or "girl." When that decision doesn't come easily, when a

baby emerges with genitds that don't match what they typically asso-

ciate witfr male or female body-minds, they make the birth a medical

emergency. They diagnose the newborn with one of the many condi-

tions that fdls under the umbrella of disorders of sex differentiation.

And then they often perform infant genital surgery to create a penis

or vulva tlat more dosely matches their vision of boy or $rL Most of

these surgeries are not medically necessary, but rather cosmetic, bla-

tantly enforcing what is normal and cutting away that which is deda¡éd

abnormal.T

After my birth, a nurse laid me in an incubator and gave me antibiot-

ics through a tiny IV drip, no one touching me excePt to turn me under

the heat lamp. But before that, the doctors dedared me a girl, just as

they would name me mentally retarded two and a half years later, confi-

dent in their authority to categorize body-minds.

I am the tomboy who spends the summer between my sophomore and ju-

nior years of high school working in the woods with twenty other teen-

agers. We wear blue chambray work shirts with theYouth Conservation

Corps logo embroidered on them. I often layer a T-shirt underneath but

forgo abra. My choice of undergarments is obvious andworries the other

girls on my creut. They bully andlecture me aII summer. I shrugthem off,

but one of the crew leaders, a twenty-three-year-old hippie guy, starts

asking me pointedly why I don't wear a bra. His eyes rake my body-mind'

Decades later, I discovered that I wanted a flat chest. Arriving at tlat
desire, and then accepting it, took a long time. My body-mind politics

told me that plastic surgery perticularly for cosmetic reasons, was bad,

a tool ofthe patriarch¡ enforcing sexist a¡d racist standards ofbeauty,

encouraging body-mind mutilation and hatred. I thought about rich,

white, cisgender women and nose jobs, tummy tucks, and breast en-

largements. I thought about upper-middle-classfamiJies spending thou-

sands of dollars on synthetic growth honnones in hopes that their short

sons might grow up to be tall men. I thought about poor people who

can t get the most basic of health care. During her pregnancy with me,

my mother had no health insurance, received almost no prenatal care,
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and so the ovarian cyst that grew alongside me wasn't detected until the
crisis of my birth.

I am the dyke whose breasts hangloose under one løyer of cloth. I live at
a women's peace camp and rage against sexism and men. Many of us go

topless, relishingthe feel of sun,wind, water on our skin.

Plastic surgeons make so much profrt from people who want to change

the appearance of their body-minds. Certainly the doctors specializing
in double-incision mastectomies and phalloplasties, facial feminization
and tracheal shave surgeries, oophorectomies and vaginoplasties be-

come millionaires off of transsexuality and trans people who want and

can afford surgery to change our sexed and gendered selves. My politics
argued that I needed to change the world and claim my body-mind as

it was.

I am the stone butch who traces my lovers' breasts. I lavish them with my

ftngertips, tongue, tremoringtouch. Learn how to bite, pinch, suck, draw-

ing our heat to the surface. Yet when my lovers reach toward my breasts, I
can't feel their hands on me.

Gender Identity Disorder

My relationships with mental retardation, cerebral palsy, schizophrenia,

and gender identity disorder (elo) range widely. The first of these diag-

noses has fallen by the wayside, even as it still stalks me in the form of
hate speech. The second found me during my parents' search for a cure

and is convenient shortfrand when I request disabiJity access, navigate

the medical-industrial complex, or deal with random curiosity, but it
has never orchestrated a life-changing revelation. The third I narrowly

escaped, grateful not because seeing visions and hearing voices are in-

herently bad or wrong, even when they create havoc, but because tlte
medical treatment and social conditions accompanying that diagnosis

are often dreadful. But the fourth, I actively sought out.

I started my search not because I needed a diagnosis for my gender-

queer self, nor because I thought of my desire to reshape my gendered

and sexed body-mind as a disorder. Instead I wanted chest reconstruc-

tion surgery and in turn my surgeon w¿utted a letter of recommendation
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from a therapist confrrming that I had GID and was a good candidate

for surgery. In the scheme of providing medical technology for gender

transition in zooz, this surgeon was neither conservative nor liberal.

According to the zoor Standards of Care created by the Harry Benjamin

International Gender Dysphoria Association, he could have asked for

much more or much less.8 He might have operated without a letter, but

he clearþ wanted one.

Like diagnoses in general, GID can be thought of as a static category

that describes a specific body-mind condition and directs a course of

treatment. Or it can be thought of as a tool embedded in time, space,

culture, and science. In zooz GID lived in the Diagnostic and Statistical

Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, Text Revision (ostt4-w-rn) and

is traceable over the decades.

one strand of this history starts with the first edition of the DSM in

1952. The body-mind experiences of trans and gender-nonconforming

people were placed in the overarching category "sexual Deviations,"

which included homosexuality, transvestism, pedophilia, fetishism, and

sexual sadism. From there, the diagnosis that became known in 1994 as

cID twisted and turned through four editions of the oslr. In r98o, as

lesbian, ga¡ and bisexual identities and experiences were being removed

from the DSM-IIÍ, "sexual Deviations" became "Paraphilias," and "Trans-

vestism" became "Transvestic Fetishism." Transness also appeared in

two other diagnoses: "Transsexualism," used for adults and adolescents,

and 
.,Gender Identiry Disorder of childhood." The 1987 revision of the

DSM-üI added "Gender ldenrity Disorder of Adolescence and Adulthood,

non-transsexurl typ"" to this convoluted heap of diagnoses. The 1994

DSM-IV combined most of these diagnoses into "Gender Identity Disor-

der,,' with one symptom list for adults and anotfier for youth. "Transves-

tic Fetishism" remained the same.s

Atthispoint,myheadisspinning.Thecriteriaforeachdiagnosis
keep shifting; the lines between categories blur. The wotds disorder,para'

phília, fetish echo through the maze; shame, violence, and hatred follow

close behind. There is nothing neutral about the DsM.
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My search for a GID diagnosis started with the DSM-IV-TR. In zooz the
most conventional treatment, laid out in the StandeÍds of Care,began
with three months of psychotherap¡ which led to hormone replacement
therapy and then to any one of a number of surgeries, including chest
reconstruction.lo After finding a surgeon who did¡'t require hormones
before surgery I started looking for a therapist who had the same phi-
losophy and didn't require three months of therapy, partlybecause none
of this health care was covered by insurance. I found a social worker
through word of mouth in the local trens community. She wanted five .
sessions.

She posed a lot of questions-a few of them insightñ:I, many of them
irrelevant, and several of them directþ offensive. I vividly remember the
moment when she asked, "Was your father a cross-d¡esser; did he have

any sexual fetishes or perversions?" She didn t inquire about my mother;
evidently her behavior was inconsequential. I paused. The ironies over-
whelmed me. To my knowledge, my father wasn't a cross-dresser, but I
certainly was, wearing his work clothes throughout my teenage years. I
adored the faded blue denim jeans and flannel shirts he handed down
to me, even as my mother hated seeing me, her eldest crippled daugh-

ter, dressed in his clothes. But he was also a child molester, a pedophile

in the language of the DSM. That reality shaped my entire childhood. I
would have far preferred a cross-dressing father.

These inappropriate questions about my father were made appro- .-*
priate by the DSM-IV. The diagnosis cIo lived next to "Transvestic Fe- t\aÍ'
tishism," which was placed next to "PedophiJia," the latter two lumped
together as "Paraphfias" and all three listed in the same chapter. Within '
this scheme, my therapist's questions made clinical sense. In other
words, tfre taxonomic structure of the DSM shaped her understanding

of cID, my father, and me.

At the end of our five sessions, I received the letter and diagnosis I
needed. I was able to navigate the whole process with my sense of self d

intact, because I had a community network, I was famfiar with the rou-

tine of therapy, and I knew just how honest to be.

But wait, the maze isn't finished. The DSrr¿-¡y has become the DSM-1, errd

cID is now gender dysphoria (co), focused not on trans people's gender



identities per se but rather on the distress those identities may cause us.
This new diagnosis now has its own chapter rather than being grouped
with "Semal a¡d Gender Identity Disorders." At the same time, ',Trans-
vestic Fetishism" has become "Transvestic Disorder," complete with an
expanded criteria list, remaining grouped with "sexual Dysfunctions.,,
The move from GID to co didn't simply happen but resulted from trans
activists putting significant pressure on the working groups that created
the DSM-5.11

In exploring this maze, I'm struck by how much the DsM has changed
over time. These transformations underline how intenseþ diagnoses are

made up. There is nothing inevitable, nahrral, or inherent about GID or
cD. They are fabricated categories that reflect current white Western
cultural and scientific beliefs and practices. Academics call this idea so-

cial construction, but I believe the blunter phrase made up reveals more
about the relationship between diagnoses a¡d the body-minds they cate-

gonze. Simply put, the nsv is a highly constructed projection placed on
top of particular body-mind experiences in order to label, organize, and
make meaning of them from within a specific worldview.

Many trans activists pose fundamental challenges to cID and Cn. We

want to know why these diagnoses live in the DsM. We object to the

ways in which the medical-industrial complex defrnes our genders as

disordered. We resist the pathology foisted on us.

And yet I want us to reach farther: to imagine dismantling the DSM it-
self, discarding the concepts of. dßorder artddefect, and developing other
means of accessing medical tedmology beyond white Western diagnosis.

Yes, I am suggesting a rebellion.
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